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Abstract 
We investigate Arhangel’skii’s problem of whether Lindeliif T2 spaces with points G, 
have cardinality < 2’0. We extend results of Shelah, using supercompact cardinals to 
exclude cardinalities between X, and 2 ‘1. We also obtain several results concerning the 
possible structure of large Lindelijf spaces with points G,. 
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After Arhangel’skfi [l] solved a classic problem of P.S. Alexandrov by proving 
that Lindelijf first countable Hausdorff spaces have cardinality < 2’0, he asked 
[1,16] whether “first countability” could be weakened to “every point is a Gg”. 
Sapirovslu? [17] extended Arhangel’skiYs theorem by proving 1 X I < 2L(x)t(x)@(x) 
for T2 spaces. We shall extend previous results of Shelah to partially answer the 
question. Our methods include forcing, large cardinals - especially reflection 
arguments, and elementary submodels; we refer to [14,13,7,6] respectively. 
Shelah [181 provided a partial solution by forcing the consistency with ZFC plus 
GCH of the existence of a Lindelaf Hausdorff-in fact zero-dimensional-space 
with points G, of cardinality K,. This was improved by Gorelic [81 to get such a 
space of size 2”1 consistent with CH, where 2N1 can be arbitrarily large. In the 
same paper Shelah announced that he could also construct such a space in L (see 
[19,21]) and that it is consistent with ZFC plus CH that 2’1 > K, and there is no 
LindelGf space with points G, of cardinality K,, assuming the consistency of a 
weakly compact cardinal. A good exposition of this latter result is in Juh6sz [ll]. 
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There are several other results worth mentioning: Arhangel’skii [31 proved that 
there is no Lindeliif space with points G, of cardinality greater than or equal to 
the first measurable. Similarly there is none of weakly compact cardinality (Shelah, 
mentioned in [111X Juhasz [lo] constructed non-Hausdorff Lindelijf spaces with 
points G, at arbitrarily large cardinals of cofinality w below the first measurable. 
Little more is known; perhaps it is consistent (probably assuming large cardinals) 
that Lindelijf spaces with points G, must have cardinal&y Q 2Ho or of countable 
cofinality. It may also be consistent that if T2 is added, the singular case can be 
dropped. It may also be consistent-or even true-that Lindeliif first countable Tl 
spaces have cardinality < 2’0. It may also be true that Lindeliif T, spaces with 
points G, all have cardinality < 2’1. 
We have divided this paper into two parts: the first part deals with results 
asserting there are IZO large Lindeliif spaces with points G,, under various 
assumptions; the second part is concerned with possible examples of such spaces. 
We assume no separation axioms unless explicitly stated. Observe that points 
G, implies Tl. 
Most of the research reported herein was performed at the Mathematical 
Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, CA. I thank the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada and the Institute for their generous 
support. Also fruitful was a visit to the University of S5o Paulo. I thank Ofelia Alas 
and her students for their hospitality and for suffering through the first draft of 
this paper, and especially thank her for interchanges leading to the proof that 
Juhbz’ spaces are destructible. I am also grateful to Isaac Gorelic, Menachem 
Magidor, and Jim Baumgartner for several stimulating conversations, and to Bill 
Fleissner and the referee for a number of improvements. 
1. Nonexistence 
Definition. A family Y= @(a, n): CY E S, IZ E o} of subsets of a set S of ordinals is 
a G, family (on S) if for every (Y E S, n{F(a, n): IZ E o} = {(Y}. 9- is an LG, 
family if in addition, whenever 9 c 9 is such that lJ YY = S, there is a countable 
Xc557 such that lJ X?= S. 
Given a Lindelof space of cardinality A with points G,, one can obviously 
construct an LG, family on h. Where convenient or informative, we shall follow 
[ll] by stating nonexistence theorems for LG, families rather than for Lindeliif 
spaces with points G,. Obviously one may assume an LG, family sits on a 
cardinal, but it will be convenient to allow the generality of the definition. Given a 
G, family F on S and a subset T of S, define 
5”IT={F(a,n)nT:(a,n)~Txw}. 
If gr is obtained from a topology on S, 9 I T is obtained from the subspace T of 
s. 
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One of the key ideas of Shelah’s proof of the consistency of there being no LG, 
families on K, is that if F were such a family, then, assuming CH, {a!: cf(a) = w or 
P- I (Y is not Lindeliif} is closed unbounded. This is essentially proved in Lemma 1 
below. What this is good for can most easily be seen in a proof that there is no 
LG, family on a weakly compact cardinal. Again, get the restrictions not Lindelof 
almost club often (by inaccessibility we don’t need CH for this), but now reflect to 
get that they are Lindelijf stationarily often, contradiction. As usual, one then 
discusses preservation of the Lindelijf property to obtain results when a weak 
compact is collapsed to No. 
Given this reflection proof, one would expect-and it is true-that there are no 
Lindeliif spaces with points G, having cardinality h, where A is greater than or 
equal to the first supercompact cardinal. Surprisingly, however, a different easy 
proof shows there are none of cardinality greater than or equal to the first 
measurable. For suppose I X I > K, the first measurable cardinal. Take a countably 
complete nonprincipal ultrafilter Z/ on Y cX, ] Y ] = K. For each x EX, there are 
open {&(x)1, < w such that {x} = n n <J&(x). By countable completeness, for 
each x there is an 12, E w such that &,(x) n Y @ Z!. F, =X- B,jx) is closed; 
every countable intersection of Fx’s is nonempty since F, n YE U. If X were 
Lindelof, n{F,: x EX} # 0. But that’s impossible since x @F,. As with the 
reflection proof, this measure proof will later occur in a consistency situation. 
In this paper we shall be using supercompact reflection rather than the II: 
reflection that holds at a weakly compact cardinal, so we need a P,A version of 
Shelah’s club lemma referred to earlier. 
Definition. Let A > K be cardinals. P,h = {A CA: I A 1 < K}. PC P,A is strongly 
directed if for each countable 9’ ~9, there is an S ~9 such that S 2 lJ 9’. Let 
A > K > K,. k?Y sz P,A is almost club if it is unbounded, and whenever 27~ ‘Z is such 
that 19 1 < K and 9 is strongly directed, then lJ 9~ 5?. 
Lemma 1. Suppose FZY(A) is a G, family on A. Suppose K < A, K regular, and for 
all u < K, ,uLHO < K. Then there is an almost club S?? c P,A such that if C E IT?, then 
Sr IC is not Lindeltif. 
This can be proved by a closing-off argument similar to one in [ll], but it is 
more transparent to reformulate the argument in terms of elementary submodels. 
The following lemma was undoubtedly known to Shelah and is implicit in Dow’s 
proof of Arhangel’skii’s theorem [6]. 
Lemma 2. Let F be a G, family on A which is a member of an elementary submodel 
A4 of H(O), the collection of sets of hereditary cardinality less than 8, for 8 
“sufficiently large” (so that whatever we’re interested in is absolute for H(B)), such 
that M is closed under w-sequences. Then either A ci14 or 9 I(M n A) is not 
Lindelof. 
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Proof. Suppose there is an x E A - M. Then claim for every y E A n it4 there is a 
UY E 9n M such that y E U, and x e U,. Following [6], we argue that since {y) is 
a G,, H(8) and hence M witness this. So we have V-J,>, <o EM such that M and 
hence Vb {y} = Al II < ,U,. But then we can choose U, as required. The collection 
%= {U,: y E A n M} covers h n M but not A. If 9 l(h n M) were Lindeliif, we 
could take a countable subcollection Y of 2Y covering h n M. But V countable 
implies ‘Y-EM and M + 5Y covers A, so I/t= 2Y covers h, contradiction. q 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let 5Z = {A n M: M is an elementary submodel of H(B) closed 
under o-sequences such that 1 M 1 < K}. By the cardinal arithmetic hypothesis, 8 is 
unbounded. I: is almost club since the union of a directed family 9 of fewer than 
K elementary submodels of H(8) of size less than K is itself an elementary 
submodel of H(8) of size less than K, and if in addition 9 is strongly directed, 
then U 9 is closed under w-sequences. 0 
As emphasized in [7], in order to maintain reflection phenomena after large 
cardinals are made small, one has to have preservation of relevant properties 
under the forcing in question. Thus 
Definition. An LG, family S is (in)destructible if countably closed forcing can(not) 
introduce a cover with no countable subcover. 
Definition. A Lindelof space is indestructible if it remains Lindeldf under count- 
ably closed forcing, i.e., if (X,9-) E V is Lindelof, and G is generic over V for a 
countably closed 9 E V, then V[G] b (X,7(G)) is Lindeliif, where Y(G) is the 
topology generated by 7 in V[G]. A Lindeliif space is destructible if it is not 
indestructible. 
We can combinatorially characterize indestructibility: 
Definition. A covering tree for a Lindelof space X is a collection of open sets {Uf: 
f E urr<q “01 such that for each (Y and each f E “w, {Ufut(or,n)I: n < w} covers X. 
ForfE Uago, “w, the f-branch 9Yf is defined to be {Uflp: p < a}. 
Theorem 3. For a Lindeliif space X the following are equivalent: 
(a) X is indestructible. 
(b) X cannot be destroyed by adjoining one Cohen subset of w1 with countable 
conditions. 
(c> For each covering tree T of X, {f: Bf covers X) is dense in U oI < oaw, ordered 
byf <gifff zg. 
(d) For each covering tree T of X, for every f E U o1 < ola~, there is an JE olo 
such that f I dom f = f and 9f is a cover. 
(e) For each covering tree T of X, ~29~ is a cover for some f E U (II <Olaf. 
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Analogous conditions hold for LG, families. (e) was added by Bill Fleissner. 
(a) + (b) is trivial; (b) -+ (a) is due to Shelah and is proved in [ll]. To prove it, 
form a tree indexed by U{p w : p E wr} with each node assigned a member of a 
destroying partial order 9. At each node f pick countably many conditions 
extending pf and deciding an element of the destroying cover (which can be 
assumed to be composed of ground model sets, since they form a base). By 
Lindelof, one can pick these conditions so that the decided elements form a cover. 
At limit levels, use countable closure. A Cohen generic subset of w1 then 
determines a branch through the tree such that the corresponding open sets form 
an open cover (by generic&y) with no countable subcover (since the original cover 
had none). What we wish to emphasize for future reference-since it is not 
mentioned in [Ill-is that the new destroying cover is of size N,. 
(c) + (b) (J. Baumgartner): By the proof of (b) -+ (a), if X can be destroyed-in 
particular, if it can be destroyed by adjoining a Cohen subset of wt, for a generic 
branch f, 99f is an open cover with no countable subcover. But by (c) and 
genericity, since U rr < o1 O1w is dense in Fn(w,, w, wt> (we use the notation of [14]), 
some restriction of f is a cover. 
(b) + (c): Suppose there is an fO such that no countable extension g of it has 
~8~ covering X. Take a generic f extending fO. &5’f is then a cover with no 
countable subcover. 
(c) + (d) is trivial, while the converse is immediate, since X is Lindelof. 
(d) + (e) is trivial; to see the converse, given a covering tree T and p E 
U (y < o1 a~, consider the covering tree Tp defined by Uf” = U&,,, where f(p) =p U 
I(/3 + dom p, n): (p, n) of}. A branch in Tp which covers determines a branch 
extending p which covers. 
Theorem 4. If it is consistent that there is a super-compact cardinal, it is consistent 
that for no h > K, there is an indestructible LG, family on A. 
Proof. Suppose Sr is indestructible on A > N, = K, where we have Levy collapsed 
via a generic G the supercompact K to K,. There is a supercompact embedding j 
moving K sufficiently far past A so that when j is extended to the generic 
elementary embedding j: V[G] + M[Gl [H] = M *, M * is closed under h-se- 
quences of elements with names in M (see e.g. [7]), in particular j”h and 
Sr* ={j”F:FEF} are in M*. We also may specific that j(K) > h”, and that the 
sets of rank less than e.g. 22* in V[G] are in M[G], so that YEM[GI and is 
Lindelijf there since it is Lindelijf in V[G]. Similarly, 9 is seen to be indestruc- 
tible in M[G] by using e.g. (d) of Theorem 3. Thus, ST remains Lindeliif in M * , 
where it is “homeomorphic” to F* which is therefore Lindelof. By Lemma 1, 
there is an almost club %Y E P,h such that S E %? implies F I S is not Lindelof. 
Since %Y is unbounded in P,h, U {j”S: S E %Y} = j”h. S E %? implies j(S) E j(g); 
moreover j(S) = j”S since I S I < K. %Y is strongly directed since it is unbounded and 
Cf(K) > w; therefore {j”S: S E @ is strongly directed, since j(P)/9 is countably 
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closed (where 9 is the Levy collapse of K to HZ). 1’8 I< A” <j(~), so we conclude 
j”h of. Therefore f(g) I f”h is not Lindelof. Regarding 9- as a function from 
A x w into P(A) byF(( (Y, n)) = J’(a, n), J(9) : j(h) X 6.1 -+9(j(h)). Then 
j(FXMa>, n>> =jWC< CY, n))), but ~(.P(cx, n)) ny”h =J”(st(a, n)), so J(9) I J”h is 
just F *, which is supposed to be Lindeliif. 0 
Note. Baumgartner earlier observed, in a conversation with the author, the h = K2 
case from a weakly compact cardinal. Readers of [71 may be surprised by the 
absence of a character restriction in the topological version of Theorem 4. In 
effect, we are dealing with a notion of “subobject” weaker than “subspace”. 
We could consistently solve the question of the possible cardinalities of Lindelof 
spaces with points G, by Theorem 4 if we could prove that Lindelijf spaces with 
points G, of non-w-cofinal cardinality are indestructible. Other attractive possibili- 
ties are that Lindelof T, spaces with points G,, or perhaps Lindelijf first countable 
TI spaces are indestructible. Unfortunately I have been unable to prove-or refute 
- any of these conjectures. Yet indestructibility is tantalizingly easy to achieve: 
Theorem 5 (Dow [5]). Adjoining at least K, Cohen reals makes every ground model 
Lindelof space indestructible. 
One’s immediate reaction is that in the Mitchell collapse [15] of a supercom- 
pact, there should be no Lindelijf spaces with points G, of non-o-cofinal cardinal- 
ity. Unfortunately 2No = 2’1 = N, (the former supercompact) in this model so 
Lemma 1 does not apply. In fact 2’0 = K, implies the conclusion of the lemma 
provably fails: consider the real line. Nonetheless, Dow’s theorem has interesting 
applications which we shall explore in Section 2. 
Ideally, one would like to find topological conditions on a Lindelof points G, 
space that make it indestructible, but which don’t obviously bound its cardinality. I 
have not had much success in this endeavor. The following grab bag exhausts my 
current knowledge: 
Theorem 6. A Lindeliif space X is indestructible if any of the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) X is hereditarily Lindeliif, 
(b> 1x1 <N,, 
(c) I X I < 2’1 and some form of generalized Martin’s axiom holds so that one can 
meet < 2’1 dense subsets of Fn(w,, o, wr), 
(d) X is TI and has a point countable base, 
(e) X has at most K, nonisolated points, 
(f) CH holds, and every subset of Xof cardinality G K, has closure of cardinal&y 
=G K,, 
(g) X is scattered and regular, 
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(h) CH holds and any of 
(i) points are G,, X is Tz and has countable tightness, 
(ii) points are G, and X has a point separating open cover of order < 2’0, 
(iii) points are G,, X has countable tightness and separable subsets of X have 
cardinal&y < 2’0. 
I have grouped the last three together because each set of hypotheses implies 
1 X I < 2’0. Before getting into the topological details of the proofs of the various 
cases of Theorem 6, while the proof of Theorem 4 is still fresh in the reader’s mind 
we shall extend Shelah’s result to get 
Theorem 7. If it is consistent that there is a supercompact cardinal, it is consistent 
with CH that 2’1 is an arbitrarily large regular cardinal, and there is no LG, family 
on A, N, <A < 2’l. 
The proof of Theorem 4 used very little information about the partial order 9: 
we needed that j(9) =.9’ * j(9)/9, that j(P)/9 is countably closed, and that j 
could be extended to a generic embedding in the usual way. Any 9 with these 
properties would give us a model with no indestructible LG, family on a set of 
cardinal&y > K. One such partial order & is the one which Levy collapses K to K, 
and then adds Al. Cohen subsets of wr, K < p regdar. @ iS a product so it SatiSfieS 
the first requirement since its two factors do individually. Clearly j(g)/@ is 
countably closed. d satisfies the K-chain condition; so j extends (see e.g. [7]). 
When we force with &, observe that any Lindelof space of cardinality < p = 2’1 is 
indestructible: it appears at some stage, it is Lindeliif there since the remainder of 
the forcing is countably closed and hence adds no new countable subcovers, and 
the Cohen subsets that come after its appearance don’t destroy it since it is 
Lindelof in the final model. Thus Theorem 7 is proved. Shelah’s weak compact 
result is proved by similar methods-note indestructibility is IIt. 
Note. Stanley and Steprans earlier had a weak version of Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 6. (a) Observe that for any covering tree T and any x EX, 
D,=(p: x~i&} is dense in U,,,, a~ and cofinal in T. Thus given any p, 
inductively extend p to an w,-branch f, at each stage picking up a point previously 
uncovered, if possible. Since hereditary Lindelijfness implies any strictly increasing 
chain of open sets is countable, some gf, o1 must in fact be a cover, so X is 
indestructible. 
(b) Let X = {x,1, < w1. D,, is dense; we shall verify (d) of Theorem 3. Given a 
covering tree T and f E lJ (y .,,la~, pick fO E Dx, extending f. Given f,, pick 
f a+1 EQa+1 extending f,. At limit p < wr, take fp = lJ o/ <p f,. Then ZPfm, is a 
cover. 
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(c) As in (b), but this time there is a filter containing p meeting < 2’1 dense 
sets. The filter yields a cover, which by Lindelijfness has a countable subcover. So, 
letting p =p,,, there are (pn: 1 d n <o} such that {p,},<, is centred and {U,,: 
l<n<w}isacover.Thens=lJ n < ,p,, is the required extension of p. 
(d) First, some definitions. 
Definition. A space has countable extent if every closed discrete subspace is 
countable. A space X has countable tightness if whenever Y CX and x E r, there 
is a countable 2 c Y with x E 2. 
Lindelijfness implies countable extent; first countability implies countable tight- 
ness. There are many topological covering properties which imply spaces with 
countable extent are Lindelof, e.g. meta-Lindeliif: every open cover has a point 
countable refinement. Proving such covering properties are not destroyed by 
countably closed forcing seems no easier than the Lindelof case. However, 
strengthening such a covering property to a basis property assures preservation: if 
a space has a point countable base, it has one in any extension and hence is 
meta-Lindelof in any extension. Thus the following lemma will prove case (d). 
However, this criterion for indestructibility is not so interesting, since Lindelijf 7’i 
spaces with point countable bases have cardinality < 2”0 (see Corollary 15 below 
or [41X 
Lemma 8. Suppose X has countable tightness. Then countably closed forcing pre- 
serves countable extent. 
Proof. Suppose p lt- f : Lji + X is l-l. Take {p,}, < w1 descending below p, p, II- 
j&3 = I,. There is an x which is a limit point of {xJ, <w1. Claim for some /?, 
pP I+ x’ is a limit point of range f. By countable tightness, there is a p < or such 
that x E Ix,:. Then pP IF i E { f( cy ) : (Y < p’). 0 
Alan Dow proved the same result around the same time I did [5]. 
Proof of Theorem 6 (continued). (e) This is due to W. Fleissner and improves a 
weaker result I had earlier. Given a covering tree, inductively construct a branch 
that covers. At stage (Y, cover the ath nonisolated point. By the Lindelofness of 
the set of nonisolated points, at some stage p < wr, all the nonisolated points are 
covered. Only countably many (isolated) points remain, so we can extend to cover 
those as well. 
(f) First some useful definitions. 
Definition. A space is RI-Lindeliif if every open cover of size K, has a countable 
subcover. x is a complete accumulation point of a subset Y of a space X if for 
every open U containing x, 1 U n Y I = 1 Y I. 
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It is not hard to see that a space is K,-Lindelof if and only if every set of power 
H, has a complete accumulation point. Also note that if X is Lindelof, every Y 
with cf( 1 Y 1) > o has a complete accumulation point. 
As mentioned earlier, if X is Lindeliif destructible, in an extension by one 
Cohen subset of wi, there is a cover of size K, with no countable subcover. 
Therefore there is a set Y of power K, with no complete accumulation point. Since 
the partial order has cardinality K, by CH, considering names we see there is a 
2 1 Y, 2 E V, I 2 I = N,. Without loss of generality Z cX. Then z is destructibly 
Lindelof. But by hypothesis, I ?! I = K,, contradicting (b). 
Proof of Theorem 6 (continued). (g) Juhasz and Weiss [12] prove that regular 
Lindeliif scattered spaces remain Lindelof in any forcing extension. 
(h) All of these sets of properties imply 1 X I < 2 ‘0: the first is in [l] (or see [6]); 
the second in [4] (a cover 22 is point separating if for each x and for each y there 
is a U E % with x E U and y @ U; the order of a cover V is the least cardinal 6 
such that each point is in < 6 members of the cover); the third we shall prove 
below (Corollary 15). 0 
We have seen how the proof that there are no Lindelof spaces with points G, at 
weakly compact cardinals yields results about smaller cardinals. A similar situation 
occurs with the measurable cardinal proof we gave earlier. 
Definition. A countably complete filter F on K is K-extendible if given any K 
subsets {A ,}, < K of K, there is a countably complete filter ST’ 2 9 on K such that 
for all (Y, either A, or K -A, is in F’. (We say 9’ measures all A,.) 
I suggested the study of extendibility to my students in connection with some 
ideas on the normal Moore space problem. Watson refuted all my conjectures on 
the subject in his thesis; his work appears in [20]. Recently he and I independently 
and almost simultaneously noted that 
Theorem 9. If the filter of cocountable subsets of K is K-extendible, there is no LG, 
family on K. 
Unfortunately the hypothesis implies K is a regular limit cardinal [20], but it is 
consistent modulo large cardinals that there is such a K below 2N1 [20]. (The proof 
of Theorem 3(b) there is garbled-it should state that adding ineffably many 
Cohen subsets of wi yields a model in which there is a K < 2’1 satisfying (1) and 
cm 
Proof. Let g= {U(a, n): (Y < K, n < w} be an LG, family. Extend the cocountable 
filter F on K to F’ measuring all U(a, n), LY E K, n E w. Since for each ff E K, 
K - {a} E F’, it follows that for each CY there is an n, such that K - U(a, n,> E F’. 
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But then {K - U(a, II,): (Y E K} is a collection of closed subsets of X with void 
intersection, but such that every countable subcollection has nonempty intersec- 
tion, contradicting Lindelofness. 0 
2. Examples 
We now turn to possible examples. What can we say about them? We shall first 
prove some general results, and then discuss Shelah’s and JuhPsz’ spaces. This 
section has a somewhat ad hoc character-there are undoubtedly more results that 
could be proved. 
Theorem 10. If there is a Lindelof Hausdorff space with points G, of cardinal& 
> K,, there is one of cardinal&y > K, but < 2”~. 
Proof. Take the closure of a subspace of size K,. It is well known that for a 
Hausdorff space X, 1 X 1 < 22d(x), where d(X) is the least cardinal of a dense set, 
so we could certainly get down to 2*“. In the points G, situation, the first “2” can 
be omitted. I thank Gorelic for pointing out the sharper bound, and O.T. Alas for 
noting it follows from 2.3 plus 3.28 of [lo]. q 
Theorem 11 can be improved in the destructible case: 
Theorem 11. Assume CH. If there is a destructible Lindeliif T, space with points G, 
of cardinality > K, there is one of cardinal@ > H, but < ZH1. 
Proof. Let X be a destructible Lindelof T2 space with points G,. Arguing as in the 
proof of (f) of Theorem 6, there is a Y LX, 1 X 1 = Et, such that i;; is destructible. 
As above, I y ( < 2”1. On the other hand, I y I > N, since Lindelof spaces of size N, 
are indestructible. q 
Corollary 12. In the model obtained by Levy collapsing supercompact cardinals to 
w2, if there is a Lindeltif T2 space with points G, of cardinality > K,, there is one of 
cardinality K,. . 
Proof. Combine Theorems 4 and 11. 0 
In a different direction, we have 
Theorem 13. If X is a Lindeliif space with points G,, there is one of the same 
cardinality which is separable. Moreover, if the original space is first countable 
(respectively, has countable tightness), the same holds for the new space. 
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Proof. The constructed space will unfortunately not be T2. Given the hypothesized 
space X, without loss of generality assume w is disjoint from it. Put a topology on 
XU o as follows: each IZ E w is isolated. If U is a neighborhood of x EX in the 
original topology, then U U C, where C is a cofinite subset of w, is a neighborhood 
of x in X U o. It is routine to check X U w is as claimed. 0 
Separability indeed is almost omnipresent for large Lindeliif points G, spaces of 
countable tightness: 
Theorem 14. Suppose X is a Lindeliif space with points G, and countable tightness 
and I X I = A, where A is regular and for all p < A, $0 < A. Then X has a separable 
closed subspace of cardinal@ 1 X I. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume X sits on A. By Lemma 1, for almost club 
many cy, a is not Lindelof and hence is not closed. Then there are stationarily 
many (Y of uncountable cofinality such that (Y is not closed. By countable tightness, 
for such (Y, (Y = lJ@ p < a}. For each such (Y, pick f(a) < cy such that f(a) c (Y. 
Press down to obtain a stationary S on which f is constant, say f I S = p. Then for 
every (Y E S, p is not included in (Y, i.e., p is unbounded, so 1 PI = A. Now 
6 = lJ (B: D is a countable subset of p}. 1 p 1 NO < A, so there is a countable D c p 
such that I D I = A. B is the required space. q 
The cardinal arithmetic hypothesis is necessary-consider a dense Lusin sub- 
space of a Souslin line with no separable intervals. Then separable subspaces are 
countable. 
As promised earlier, we get the following corollary. This is jointly due to O.T. 
Alas and myself. 
Corollary 15. Suppose X is Lindeliif with points G, and countable tightness, and 
further suppose separable subsets of X have cardinality < 2x~. Then I X I < 2’~. 
Proof. Suppose X is a counterexample of minimal cardinality K > 2’0. Assume X 
sits on K. First we claim that for every ,u < K, pNo < K. SUppOSe not and take a 
minimal p contradicting this. Then p > 2’0 and ~‘0 > p so cf(p) = K,, say p = 
U n <,, pn, each pn a cardinal below p, each p,, such that pLn = ~2 < K. Then 
pEU n<oE. By countable tightness, E= U{S: S c pL,, 1 S I = NJ. Each such !? is 
separable and hence has cardinality < 2”~. Thus each /El < ~2.2’0 < K. By the 
minimality of K, IEl =s 2’0, so p Q 2’O, contradiction. The same proof shows 
cf(K) > K,. Since we are assuming K > 2 ‘0, by Theorem 14 it follows that K is not 
regular. Suppose K = U o/ <So,, K, < K, K, < 6 < K. Then K = lJ Q <sc, and for 
each LY < 6, << KEO * 2’0 < K, by the same calculation as before. By minima&y of 
K, ICI < 2’O, whence K < 2”O* 6 < K, contradiction. 0 
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The referee notes that standard proofs of the Sapirovskii theorem mentioned in 
the introduction will also prove Corollary 15. 
Note that e.g. hereditary meta-Lindeliifness suffices to entail that a separable 
space with points G, has cardinality < 2 ‘0. The reason is that separable hereditar- 
ily meta-Lindelof spaces are hereditarily Lindelof and hence have no uncountable 
discrete subspaces. That, in conjunction with each point being a G,, (which implies 
Ti> implies cardinality < 2’0 [lo, 2.151. 
Here is another application of meta-Lindelofness. 
Theorem 16. If X is Lindeliif with points G,, and if Y cX, 1 Y 1 < I X I implies Y 
meta-Lindel6f, then I X I Q 2’1. 
This result is due to O.T. Alas, but the following proof is mine. 
Proof. Given such a space X, take an elementary submodel M of H(8) containing 
X, 0 sufficiently large, such that I A4 I = 2N1 and M is closed under &-sequences. 
Then X n M is N,-LindelBf, for if Y is a subset of X n M of cardinality K,, it is in 
M. M thinks X is Lindelof, so M thinks some x E X n M is a complete accumula- 
tion point of Y. But then x really is a complete accumulation point of Y. If 
I x I > 2x1, then Xn A4 is meta-Lindeliif and hence Lindelof. But then by a 
topological version of Lemma 2, letting X without loss of generality sit on an 
ordinal A, we get X c M, contradiction. q 
Destructible Lindelijf spaces-even compact ones-are not hard to find. I 
thank Max Burke for the following example. 
Theorem 17. For every K & K,, the product of K copies of the two-point discrete space 
is destructibly Lindekf. 
Proof. It suffices to prove it for K = Xi, since IO, 1)“1 is a closed subspace of (0, l}“, 
K 2 N,. Let g = lJ G, where G is Fn(w,, 2, @,)-generic over V. Let 
w, = {f E (“12)v: f(a) +g((Y)}. 
Then (“12>‘= lJ (y <o,Wa, each W, is open, but {W,: cy < wi} has no countable 
subcover. q 
Of course the question is whether there is a destructible Lindelof space with 
points G,. The answer is yes, but considerably more effort is required and only 
non-T, examples are produced: Juhasz’ spaces discussed below. 
By Theorem 5(b), there is no absolute example of a destructible Lindelof space 
of cardinality < 2’0. Of course “‘2 is a consistent example. I do not know of a 
consistent example of a destructible Lindelijf space of cardinality < 2’0. 
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As mentioned in the introduction, Shelah forced to obtain a Lindeliif O-dimen- 
sional space with points G, of cardinality K, = (2’0)~. The details can be found 
e.g. in [ll]. One defines a countably closed partial order 9 whose elements are 
countable sets. A generic filter H for 9 determines a graph fH : o2 X w2 --f 2, 
from which a subbase for a topology on w2 is constructed in an absolute way. CH 
in the ground model is used to prove 9 satisfies the $-chain condition, and hence 
that cardinals are preserved. As several people have noticed, 
Theorem 18. Shelah’s space is indestructible. 
Proof. Let 9 = Fn(o,, w, or). Let H be P-generic over I’, a model of CH. Let G 
be g-generic over V[H]. Since 9 is countably closed, V[H][G] = V[GI[Hl. 
Since 9 is composed of countable sets, Pr’[Gj =Y. H is Y-generic over V[G], so 
the topology 7 on w2 which fH defines in V[G][ H] is Lindelof. Because fH 
defines a subbase in an absolute way, 7 and the topology Y’ which fH defines in 
V[H] have the same subbase. But then 7’ generates 7 in V[H][G] = V[GI[Hl, 
i.e., Shelah’s space remains Lindelof when a Cohen subset is adjoined. 0 
The referee asked whether Gorelic’s space [8] is indestructible; it is, by a similar 
argument. It is constructed via countably closed forcing with countable conditions 
to be a subspace of 2” in the extension, K some regular cardinal. Let H be generic 
for Gorelic’s order s this time. Forcing over V[G], we get a Lindelof subspace 
F c 2” (in the sense of V[G][ HI). F arcing over I/ with H, we get the same set F, 
but now it is a subspace of 2” in the sense of V[H], which as a set is just 
2” n V[Hl. Note that in V[HI[G], the topology 2” n V[H] had in V[Hl generates 
a subspace of 2”. The point is that both the subspace and the generated topology 
are determined by finite partial functions from K into 2. The topology F has as a 
subspace of 2” n V[ H] in V[ HI generates a topology in V[ H][G] which makes F 
a subspace of 2” n V[H] in V[H][G]. But then this subspace topology makes F a 
subspace of 2”. Now F has been given two topologies in I’[ H][G] = V[G][ HI, 
both making it a subspace of 2”. But then these topologies are equal and Lindelof, 
so indeed G did not destroy F’s Lindelofness. 
As mentioned in the introduction, below the first measurable cardinal there are 
arbitrarily large Lindelijf spaces with points G, having countably cofinal cardinal- 
ity. This construction is given in [lo]; however we repeat it here because we intend 
to discuss their destructibility. 
Example. For every K define beth,(rc) to be the limit of the cardinals bet,+, = 
2bethn(K), where betha = K. For each infinite K we shall define a Lindelijf space 
X, of cardinality beth,(rc). If K is less than the first measurable, X, has points G,. 
For any set S, let 56s) be the set of all nonprincipal ultrafilters on S. Let 
XOCK, xn+l= 9(Xn>, and let X= lJ II <,,X”. I X I = beth,(rc); we shall define 
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the required topology on X. If we need to distinguish the JuhLsz spaces on 
different K’S, we will refer to the one which has X0 = K as X,. 
Juhasz notes that 
(i) If f is a choice function on 9(S), any S, then there are finitely many 
members u r,. . . , uk of F(S) such that I S - U jk_J(uj> I < K,. 
(ii) For A c S, let d = {p E .%Q): A EP). Then A n 8 = (d n 8). 
Similarly (S --A) = 9((s) -2. Also, if s E S, 
(S-IS^})={PE~(S):{Sj~p} 
=F(S). 
Now let u E 9-(F(S)> and put 
u’= {A Gs: AEU}. 
Then U’ is an ultrafilter. For any u eX,+r, define u@) EX@+~)-~ for i G n by 
induction: 
UC-9 = u &+l) = (&))‘+ 
Now Juhasz defines a topology on X as follows: all points of X0 = K are isolated. 
If UEX”+r, all sets of the form 
v={u} u (J/l”’ 
i=O 
where A(“) E uCi) for 0 < i < IZ constitute a neighborhood base of U. As a conse- 
quence of (i), from every open cover of Xnfl can be chosen finitely many 
members whose union covers all but finitely many elements of X”. It follows that 
X is Lindeliif. 
We show that points are G, if K is less than the first measurable. Since the least 
measurable is inaccessible, each member of X”+l is not countably complete. Thus 
if uEXn+r, we can choose for every i < IZ + 1 a family 
{A$f’: k E w} cufi) 
such that 
n{Af’: kEco}=O. 
Let V, = {u} U lJ :=‘=,A$). Then n{V,: k E w} = {u}. 
Theorem 19. For every infinite K, X, is destructible. 
Note the X, are scattered, which shows the necessity of regularity in Theorem 
6(g). 
The idea of my original proof is as follows. For K’S such that ~‘0 = K, there exist 
a-independent (defined below) families of K subsets of K. Forcing with countable 
partial functions from K into 2 determines a path through such a family which 
generates a countably complete uniform filter 9 of ground model subsets of K 
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which is not included in any ground model ultrafilter, i.e., every ground model 
ultrafilter u contains a set of measure zero with respect to 97 That allows us to 
countably closed force to create a subset Y of K of size K which for each such u 
has intersection of size < K with some member of U. But then Y has no complete 
accumulation point in X,. For any K, (2’“)“o = 22K, and so X22” is destructible. But 
X22” is homeomorphic to the closed subspace U n,lXf of X,, so indeed every X, 
is destructible. 
Several people have since come up with shorter proofs. The following one (due 
to an anonymous referee) is the most elegant and uses the combinatorial equiva- 
lent of indestructibility. 
Definition. A family &’ = {Aa,+: CY < A, E < 2) of subsets of K is u-independent if for 
every 4 A,,, nA,,, = 0 and for every partial function f from h into 2 with 
countable domain, ) n{A,,fca,: CY E dom f} I = K. 
The following lemma is folklore. 
Lemma 20. K’O = K implies there is a u-independent family of 2” subsets of K. 
Proof. By routine topology, there is a set D of size ~‘0 which is dense in the 
topology on the product of 2” copies of the two-point discrete space generated by 
boxes fixing countably many coordinates. Identify D with K and let 
A ff+ =D n {h ~~“2: h(a) =E}; 
claim the A,,+ are the required family. For given a countable partial function f 
from h into 2, D II Y is dense in Y = n {Aol,fCaj: (Y E dom f), but every dense 
subset of Y has cardinality > K since Y is a Hausdorff space of cardinality 22K. 
0 
We will prove the following general result: 
Theorem 21. Suppose X is LindelGf and has a discrete subspace D of cardinal& 
2 2’0 such that for every x E D - D, {N n D: N E Jy;} is an ultrafilter on D, where 
Jyx is the neighbourhood filter at x. Then X is destructible. 
Proof. Since an ultrafilter on D traces to an ultrafilter on any infinite subset of D, 
without loss of generality assume I D I = 2’0. Then I D 1 X0 = I D 1, so we can apply 
Lemma 20. We construct a covering tree for X as follows: given f E %J, assume by 
induction that for each /3 < CY, Uflp n D is some A,Cp,,e and that p < p’ implies 
y(/3) # y(P’>. For each x EX, pick y > sup{y(p): j3 < (u) such that A,,ECnj is in the 
trace of the neighbourhood filter at x on D. By Lindeldfness, there exist open 
Ff uK41: n < w} which cover and are such that each Uf utCa njj n D = A, + ) for 
some x,. This covering tree witnesses destructibility, since no countable’ blanch 
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can cover. To see this, note that if Bf is a countable branch, say f~ %I, then 
f-w - qp: P < a} # 0 by u-independence. 0 
Theorem 21 immediately establishes that X22” is destructible; to see that that 
implies X, is destructible, note U )?, ,X: is certainly a closed subspace of X, and 
hence Lindeliif if X, remains Lindeliif. Any bijection between 22K and the 
collection of all nonprincipal ultrafilters on K will extend to a homeomorphism 
between X22” and lJ n, ix: in a natural way, since the bottom level of both spaces 
is discrete and they are defined identically in terms of their bottom levels. 
A corollary of my original proof is of interest from a purely combinatorial point 
of view. We omit the proof. 
Theorem 22. Suppose K cK = K. Then there is a k-closed partial order which adjoins a 
subset Y of K of size K, such that for every ground model ultrafilter u on K, there is a 
B, E u such that I B, n Y I < K. 
Until Gorelic’s, no (consistent) examples of Lindelof spaces with points G, of 
regular cardinality greater than 2 ‘0 were known other than Shelah’s. In particular, 
some mathematicians (not the author) have expended considerable unsuccessful 
effort in trying to modify Shelah’s example to have size (2’1)+. Although I do not 
know how to produce any other T2 examples, I can easily get consistent examples 
at regular cardinals: 
Theorem 23. Let K be regular, K less than the first measurable. There is a forcing 
extension which preserves all cardinals < K, and adjoins an indestructible Lindeliif 
space with points G, of cardinality K. 
Proof. Add K, Cohen reals and then collapse (beth,(K))+ to K with conditions of 
size < K. This makes the Juhasz space X, from V have cardinality K; by Theorem 
4 it remains Lindelof (and becomes indestructible). “Points Gg” is always pre- 
served. 0 
Suppose K is weakly compact in V, K less than the first measurable. It remains 
weakly compact when K, Cohen reals are adjoined. If we Levy collapse K to N, and 
then collapse (beth,(K+))+ to K+ (over the resulting model), we have established 
Theorem 24. If it is consistent that there is a weakly compact cardinal, it is consistent 
that there is no indestructible Lindeliif points G, space of cardinality N,, but there is 
one of cardinal@ N 3. 
On the other hand, if we first force to adjoin Shelah’s space and then collapse a 
weak compact to N, with conditions of size < Et,, we get 
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Theorem 25. If it is consistent that there is a weakly compact cardinal, it is consistent 
that there is an indestructible LindelGf points G, space of cardinality K,, but there in 
none of cardinal@ K,. 
Another simple application of this technique yields 
Theorem 26. If it is consistent that there is a Lindeliif first countable T1 space of 
cardinal& > 2’0, it is consistent with CH that there is one of cardinal@ K,. 
One can also modify the proof of Theorem 24 to obtain 
Theorem 27. If it is consistent that there is a weakly compact cardinal, it is consistent 
that there is no Lindeliif space with points G, of cardinal@ K,, but there is one of 
cardinal@ N, = 2’1. 
Definition. A space is subbase Lindeliif if it has a subbase such that every open 
cover by subbase open subsets has a countable subcover. 
Juhasz [ll] notes that D(K), the discrete space of size K, K < 2’0, is subbase 
Lindelof and asks “for what cardinals K is D(K) subbase Lindelof?” Also, “can we 
have K < h such that D(h) is subbase Lindelijf but D(K) is not?” These questions 
are closely related to the Lindelijf points G, problem, since it is easy to see D(K) is 
subbase Lindelijf if there exist {U(a, n): CY E K, n <n,, n, E w}, such that {a) = 
f-l n<,aU(~, n) and every cover of K by U(a, 1~1’s has a countable subcover. Note 
that if we Levy collapse a weak compact to w2 and then add at least X, Cohen 
subsets of w2, then if there is a h for which D(h) is subbase Lindelof, h must be 
> o2 since by Shelah, D(wZ) is not subbase Lindelijf in this model. 
We conclude by restating the most interesting questions still open: 
Is there a (consistent) bound on the cardinality of Lindelof points G, spaces 
which in addition are 
(a) Hausdorff, 
(b) first countable, 
(c) of cardinality having uncountable cofinality? 
Note added in proof 
C. Morgan has announced that I/= L implies that for each n E w there are 
Lindelijf O-dimensional spaces with points G, of cardinality K,. 
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